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Abstract: Suitable asymmetric microstructures can be used to control the direction of motion in microorganism pop-
ulations. This rectification process makes it possible to accumulate swimmers in a region of space or to
sort different swimmers. Here we study numerically how the separation process depends on the specific
motility strategies of the microorganisms involved. Crucial properties such as the separation efficiency and
the separation time for two bacterial strains are precisely defined and evaluated. In particular, the sorting
of two bacterial populations inoculated in a box consisting of a series of chambers separated by columns of
asymmetric obstacles is investigated. We show how the sorting efficiency is enhanced by these obstacles
and conclude that this kind of sorting can be efficiently used even when the involved populations differ only
in one aspect of their swimming strategy.
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1. Introduction

Self-propelled objects moving in confining environments atlow Reynolds numbers exhibit interesting physical prop-erties, some of which are not yet well understood anddeserve to be studied in view of their technological ap-plications. These objects range from artificial microswim-mers that can be actuated using applied magnetic fields [1]to motile cancer [2, 3] and stem [4] cells, to motile bac-teria [5, 6] and spermatozoa [7, 8]. The study of their
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properties in confined regions has been made possible byrecent advances in microfabrication [9, 10] and observa-tion [11, 12] techniques.Aside from the intrinsic problems posed by the motion ofconfined, self-propelled, run-and-tumble microorganisms,there is strong interest in the biomedical and engineeringcommunities in efficiently controlling microorganism mo-tion. A physical, nondestructive method of achieving thiscontrol is suggested by the geometrically-induced guid-ance caused by the walls of asymmetric openings, the fun-nels. This ratchet effect was first used by Galajda andcoworkers to generate an inhomogeneous bacterial distri-bution [5]. The otherwise random motion of bacteria wascontrolled, i.e rectified, by the funnels in the box. Sincebacteria swim parallel to the funnel walls, it is easier forthem to cross the barrier from the wide to the narrow fun-nel opening than in the opposite direction. The funnelsthen define a preferred direction for the swimmer motion,leading to an increase in the cell concentration on one sideof the box and a consequent decrease on the other. Thiseffect was also recently observed in the puller eukaryoteswimmer Chlamydomonas reinhardtii [13]. Interestingly,the rectification process can be reversed if chemotactic orcollective motions prevail, as shown in Refs. [14, 15]. Vari-ous aspects of the microorganism dynamics have been thesubject of recent studies [16–23].This rectification effect can be particularly useful whenthere are mixtures of microorganisms exhibiting differentmotility strategies. In relation to this it is worth men-tioning that various microfluidic techniques for sortingmotile microscopic objects have been developed in the lastfew years. This is the case for the separation of motilefrom non-motile sperm cells [24], the sorting of E. coli bylength [25], the use of self-driven artificial microswimmersfor the separation of binary mixtures of colloids [26] andthe study of the dynamics of several kinds of particles com-bining asymmetric obstacles and a time-dependent volt-age [27]. One of their objectives is to eliminate the cellularstress and damage associated with alternative techniquessuch as centrifugation. Geometrical sorting also avoidsthe use of applied fields or chemical gradients, whosemaintenance at scales of the millimeter or longer is diffi-cult [28]. Would it be also possible to use the rectificationeffect to efficiently sort cells by their swimming strate-gies? This is the question we would like to answer in thispaper.Given their ubiquity, motile bacteria are of particular in-terest. They swim by rotating thin helical filaments calledflagella; each flagellum is driven by a rotary motor pow-ered by the flow of ions (H+ or Na+) across the cytoplas-mic membrane. In order to take advantage of chemotacticgradients, many of these bacteria have evolved a run-and-

tumble swimming strategy [29]. In the case of the paradig-matic Escherichia coli, during the run mode the flagellarotate counterclockwise and the microorganism moves in aforward, relatively straight direction, whereas during thetumble mode, one or more flagella rotate clockwise andthe bacterium is reoriented in a new direction [30]. Asshown forty years ago by Berg and Brown for E. coli [31]:(A) runs are not strictly straight due to rotational dif-fusion, (B) run lengths are exponentially distributed, and(C) bacterial heading changes at tumbles by less than 90◦,preserving some memory of the previous run, a fact thatis often neglected in theoretical treatments. It is worthnoting that some marine bacteria show anti- persistency,in what is called a run-and-reverse strategy [32, 33].The case of bacterial directed motion under asymmetri-cal geometrical confinement, first observed and explainedin Ref. [5], was modeled phenomenologically in Ref. [34].The authors considered point-like swimming bacteria fol-lowing run-and-tumble dynamics with a constant motorforce magnitude and thermal fluctuations. Although thismodel neglects the details of the swimmer dynamics, itreproduces the most important experimental findings andhas been an inspiration for further theoretical work. InRef. [35] the relation between the ratchet effect and sym-metry breaking by the funnel array geometry was clarified.It was shown there that the break of time-reversal sym-metry needed for rectification is provided by the forcedrotation of bacteria when colliding with a wall, and notby the motor force of bacteria. This is so because thebreak of time-reversal symmetry provided by the bacterialmotor is lost at a coarse-grained level of diffusion wheredetailed balance is restored. Later, the influence of thespecific dynamical properties, from (A) to (C), described byBerg and Brown, on the accumulation of cells in presenceof asymmetric obstacles was studied in detail in Ref. [36].This numerical analysis used experimental values of themotility parameters. It was found that different swimmingstrategies may yield very different microorganism accumu-lation efficiencies, being measured as the device capacityto concentrate cells (number of concentrated cells/numberof inoculated cells of the same type). We summarize themain results of that work:
i. In unbounded environments there are two processesthat degrade the orientational correlation: tumblingand rotational diffusion. The first is much more impor-tant for systems with short runs, while rotational dif-fusion gives the dominant contribution to memory lossin systems characterized by long runs. These effectscan be quantified by the velocity correlation function.
ii. A study of the mean square displacement in un-bounded environments reveals that the translational
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diffusion coefficient DT decreases strongly as thechange-of-heading angle at a tumble increases. Un-less typical runs are very long, DT is approximatelygiven by its value in the absence of rotational diffu-sion. These results indicate that, to make accuratepredictions about swimmer sorting, it is necessary toconsider the specific motility properties of the microor-ganisms involved.
iii. When the dynamics of free swimmers is incorporatedinto a spatially constrained environment (asymmetricgeometry) long run lengths and small tumble emer-gence angles lead to an increased cell density nearthe walls and, consequently, to fast net displacementin the easy ratchet direction. In general, long per-manence near the walls and suitable wall-of-funnelsarchitecture, i.e., funnel walls at least as long as therun length and funnel openings of the order of the cellsize, favor rectification or cell concentration.
iv. Increasing the average run duration, τ , increases thetime of permanence close to the walls, leading to en-hanced rectification. If τ is negligible, the swimmerscannot take advantage of swimming along the funnelwalls and directed motion does not ensue.
v. Increasing the average speed during the run and de-creasing the average change-of-heading angle at atumble, i.e. increasing persistence, enhance wall ac-cumulation and rectification.
vi. Good agreement was obtained with available exper-imental data, specifically regarding the time of rec-tification and the efficiency of a microfabricated wallof funnel-shaped openings such as the one used inRef. [5].
In this work, we use the improved phenomenological modelintroduced by Berdakin et. al. in Ref. [36] to investigatethe efficiency of asymmetric microarrays used as sortingdevices, and their dependence on the swimming strate-gies of the microorganisms involved. Our objective is tohelp to design good sorters, using a model that incorpo-rates real motility parameters. In Section 2 we reviewthe computational model and define the quantities to becalculated, such as the extraction time and the sorting ef-ficiency. In Section 3 we present our numerical results,which are briefly discussed in the concluding section.
2. Methods
The model. We study numerically a dilute system of 2N0microscopic self-propelled particles, the swimmers, moving

Table 1. Motility parameters of two different E. coli strains: s1 cor-
responds to AW405 and s2 to CheC497 in Ref. [31].

Swimmer v̄ [µm/s] σv [µm/s] φ̄[◦] σφ [◦] τ [s] DR [rad2/s]
s1 (wild type) 14.2 3.4 68 36 0.86 0.18
s2 (mutant) 20.0 4.9 33 15 6.30 0.06

under low Reynolds number conditions and confined to amicro-patterned two-dimensional box of size Lx×Ly. Thebox contains M identical, equidistant columns of obsta-cles, each consisting of Nf openings (asymmetric funnels),of gap size lg and wall length lf (see Fig. 1(a)). We choose
Nf = 3 andM from 5 to 20. TheM−1 inner chambers andthe last chamber have all the same length lD = 150 µm.The length of the inoculation (leftmost) chamber is keptconstant, lI = 450 µm, in order to have a fixed fractionaloccupied area to define a high dilution initial conditionat t = 0. The relevant geometrical parameters are illus-trated in Fig. 1: (a) for the array configuration and (b) forthe single-funnel shape.Each swimmer, whose location is given by a vector ~ri, isrepresented by a soft disk of radius rs, moving in two di-mensions with speed vi and heading in the direction of theunit vector v̂(Φi) = cos(Φi )̂i+sin(Φi )̂j. In a confined space,the swimmer dynamics are determined by the overdampedequation of motion,

γ~vi = ~Fm
i + ~F sw

i + ~F s
i , (1)

where γ is the medium damping constant and the actingforces are explained in detail below. The runs describedby Eq. (1) are interrupted by tumbles and affected by rota-tional diffusion, all of which results in a change of swimmerheading given by,
∆Φi = ∆φχ + ν

√2DR∆t(1− χ), (2)
where ν is a Gaussian-distributed random number, χ isa state variable equal to 0 during a run and 1 during atumble, DR is the rotational diffusion coefficient and ∆t thenumerical integration time step. Aside from the frictionaldamping, the forces operating on the microswimmer are:
a. Self propulsion. When starting to move under lowReynolds number conditions, swimmers in an un-bounded fluid get almost instantly to a constant finalspeed. In our model this constant speed is given by
Fm/γ, where Fm is the modulus of the propelling force.The initial condition for the swimmer population speedis chosen from a normal distribution with mean v̄ andstandard deviation σv . Based on this distribution, eachcell is assigned a given speed at t = 0, which remainsthe same during the whole simulation.
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Figure 1. Color online. (a) Sketch of the geometry of a 21−chamber microarray with M = 20 identical asymmetric funnel columns and Nf = 3
(number of funnels). All chambers, except for the first inoculation chamber, lI , have the same length lD = 150µm. (b) Single funnel
geometry showing its relevant parameters: lf , lg and θ. (c) Time evolution in minutes of the normalized bacterial populations (Nch/N0)
in the inoculation (leftmost) and last (rightmost) chambers where N0 is the number of cells of each kind inoculated at t = 0 s. The
bacterial populations are wild-type E. coli and a mutant used in [31]: s1 (red/grey) and s2 (blue/black) respectively. Only s2 is present in
the last chamber in the window of time considered, 26 min. The time to pick up s2 completely pure in ch21 is t∗ = 24.1 min and the s2
extraction efficiency is ε% = 85 %. (d) Time evolution as in (c), but in the intermediate chambers. Chambers 17 to 19 are not shown but
are all similar, without s1.

The heading of the swimmer is altered only by tumblingor rotational diffusion. Tumbles are assumed to be in-stantaneous (real tumbles last 0.1 seconds - about 10% of the run time for wild type E. coli, and a smallerpercentage for longer run bacteria - see Table 1 ). Tum-bles result in a rotation, ∆φ, from the previous direc-tion of motion, which we consider Gaussian-distributedand centered at φ̄ with a width σφ , (see Table 1 andRef. [36]). Successive tumbles are spaced by almoststraight runs exponentially distributed with mean dura-tion τ . During a run, asymmetries in the self propulsionsystem and environmental fluctuations result in devia-tions from a perfectly straight path. These deviationsare measured by the rotational diffusion coefficient, DR ,and included in our model via the changes in the swim-mer heading [38] expressed by Eq. (2).
b. Interaction with the walls. This interaction is modeledby a steric repulsive force ~F sw

i normal to the walls,

~F sw
i = f sw (1− rik /a)Θ(1− rik /a)n̂k , (3)

where f sw is the maximum strength of the force, Θ is thestep function, n̂k is a unit vector normal to the kth wall,
rik is the distance between the ith particle and the cen-ter of the kth wall, a = rs+w/2, and w is the wall width.Since the swimming direction is unchanged during thecollision and the normal component of the propulsionforce is counteracted by the repulsion of the wall, theswimmer keeps lightly bouncing against the wall. Thecomponent of ~Fm that is parallel to the wall propels thebacterium along the wall with a reduced speed that isproportional to the sine of the angle formed by the in-cidence direction and n̂k . This phenomenological rep-resentation of the interaction has the interesting prop-erty of reducing the speed of the cells when they swimparallel to a wall without the need of adding an extraparameter to the model. The speed reduction of a bac-
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terium swimming parallel to a wall has been studiedexperimentally in Ref. [37]. Either a tumble or rota-tional diffusion may allow the swimmer to move awayfrom the wall.This interaction is responsible for the observed accu-mulation at the walls [38] and for the directed motionand sorting of bacteria [5]. As remarked with measure-ments of wall accumulation for bacteria with differentswimming strategies in Ref. [39], the wild-type E. coliwas significantly less attracted to the surfaces than amutant strain that does not display tumbling.
c. A purely steric swimmer-swimmer repulsion of maximumintensity f s,

~F s
ij = f s(1− | ~rij | /2rs)Θ(1− | ~rik | /2rs)~rij , (4)

with ~rij = ~ri − ~rj . The hydrodynamic interaction be-tween microswimmers is not important at very lowswimmer concentrations [38], and we disregard it here.Our approximations are buttressed by recent measure-ments of cell-cell and cell-wall interactions using E.
coli, which show that thermal and intrinsic stochasticitywash out the effects of long- range fluid dynamics [40].These experimental results imply that physical interac-tions between bacteria are mainly determined by stericcollisions and lubrication forces.

A comparison with the model of reference [34] is in order.In that reference the runs were assumed to have a con-stant duration and all the swimmers moved with the samespeed and started in a completely random direction af-ter each tumble (the emergence angles are uniformly dis-tributed in [0, 2π]). Our model differs from that of Ref. [34]in all these aspects. A further difference is that we takeinto account rotational diffusion, which was neglected inRef. [34], where instead the center-of-mass motion is af-fected by thermal random forces. These changes werealready introduced in Ref. [36] to obtain a more faithfuldescription of the observational facts.Taking into account all the interactions described abovewe arrive at our set of dynamical equations to be solvednumerically [36] for the 2N0 run-and-tumble microswim-mers. We assume that the mixed swimmers population isinitially randomly distributed in the inoculation chamber.Using a fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm we integratethe dynamical equations of motion and we obtain the tra-jectories for each confined swimmer. The averages overrealizations are later performed. For simplicity we willalways compare only two swimmer strategies, a situationthat is easiest to implement in the laboratory using twodifferent fluorescent markers. Of course more than two

swimmers could also be sorted as shown in Ref. [36]. Ta-ble 1 specifies the motility parameters of the swimmerssimulated in this work, the wild type E. coli, s1, and afaster, less frequently tumbling mutant, s2. The radius ofthe soft disks is taken to be rs = 0.5 µm for all swimmers.The optimal single-funnel geometric parameters for an ef-ficient rectification of wild-type E. coli, s1, were found inRef. [36] to be lg = 2 µm, lf = 30 µm, and θ = 68◦, sowe keep these parameters fixed for all simulations. Thebox width used here is Ly = 80 µm and the wall width istaken to be w = 2 µm for both the box walls and the funnelwalls. The width of the inoculation chamber, lI = 450 µm,has been chosen to keep an initially low swimmer density.The number of swimmers, N0, of each strain is adapted tomaintain an initial occupied area fraction of 0.05 at the in-oculation chamber for all array geometries. If γ = 6πηrs,the frictional drag coefficient, rs = 0.5 µm and η = 10−2poise (the viscosity of water at 20◦C ), then γ ∼ 9.425 x10−6 g/s. Under these conditions, the strength of the mo-tor force of a bacterium swimming at 20 µm/s is 0.17 pN.The magnitudes of the forces acting upon the swimmersare f s = 200 and f sw = 300 in units of γ, equivalent,respectively, to ten and fifteen times the force exerted bythe motor on the fluid at 20 µm/s. With this choice in ourphenomenological model bacteria penetrate no more than10 % of rs inside walls or other bacteria.
Calculated quantities. With the aim of quantifying theefficiency of the sorters we propose two parameters asconvenient indicators of the separation process: (a) the
separation time, t∗, defined as the time elapsed betweenthe arrival of the first swimmer in the fast, s2, class, andthat of the first swimmer in the slow, s1, class, to thelast chamber (chamber from where a pure cell populationcould be extracted or concentrated), and (b) the separation
efficiency, ε%, which we define as the fraction of the fastesttype that has arrived at the last chamber by the time t∗.It is convenient to define the percent extraction efficiencyas follows,

ε% = 100NF (t∗)
N0 , (5)

with NF (t∗) being the number of swimmers of the fastspecies that is present in the last chamber at t∗, whenits purity is still 100%.
3. Results
We first consider a sample with M = 20 funnel columnsand two homogeneous bacterial distributions initially in-oculated in the first chamber. These bacteria are wild-type E. coli and a mutant studied by Berg and Brown [31];their characteristic dynamical parameters are specified inTable 1. We compute the variations of the total bacterial
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populations of each mutant in the first and the last cham-bers, which are shown in Fig. 1(c). After 30 independentrealizations, the average separation time for this system is
t∗ = 16 min and the average separation efficiency for themutant s2 is ε% = 67±19%. Three factors contribute to thehigh extraction efficiency for this mutant: its higher aver-age speed, its higher persistence, i.e. low φ̄, and, mainly,the longer duration of the runs, which increases both DTand the contact time with the rectifying walls. The ad-vance of both populations through the various chambersis shown in Fig. 1(d), where we see that the purificationprocess improves with successive chambers. From cham-ber 12 onwards, we also observe that the time evolution ofthe s2 pulse (blue) is almost position-independent until itreaches the last column. Instantaneous snapshots of thebacterial populations considered in Fig. 1 are shown, asfunctions of time, in Fig. 2(a), where they are seen to startfrom a uniform distribution in the inoculation chamber andadvance at different rates in the easy ratchet direction. Acomparison between corresponding panels in Figs. 2(b)and 2(c) shows clearly how these rates are enhanced bythe ratchet geometry of the column array, giving an esti-mated 5 µm/s drift velocity for the s2 population, five timeslarger than that found for s1. As a result of these differ-ent velocities inside the box, both populations are soonlargely separated and can be readily sorted out.It is interesting to compare what happens in the speciallydesigned box, an array of funnel columns, with the resultobtained in a single channel with the same area and cleanof obstacles, when the bacterial populations are subjectto the same initial conditions. In the clean box, as thehistograms in Fig. 2(b) show, the ”fast” type also movesforward first, in part taking advantage of its longer runsalong the side walls, but the separation is much less ef-ficient than for the funnel-containing box, for which at
t = 20 min there is no s1 swimmer from chamber 16 to21. Purification is complete there. For the particular re-alization represented in Fig. 2(b) the extraction time andextraction efficiency are, respectively, t∗ = 24.1 min and
ε% = 85%. At very long times, a uniform distribution is ex-pected for the single-chamber configuration, while an ex-ponentially increasing population of each bacterial type isexpected in the specially designed box. This exponentialincrease is responsible for the high concentrations nearthe end of the array of columns, which permit the extrac-tion of a high fraction of the first bacterial type arrivingthere. This situation is clearly shown in Fig. 2(c), where itis also possible to observe s2 concentration spikes wherethe obstacle columns are located. The stronger tendencyof s2 to concentrate near the walls, as compared to s1, wasrecently studied in detail [36].Now we study the sorter efficiency of two swimmers (one
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Figure 2. Color online. (a) Snapshots illustrating the separation of
the two bacterial types considered in Fig. 1. After being
uniformly inoculated in the first chamber, both populations
are rapidly segregated. (b) Comparative profiles for the
spatial evolution of the s1 (red/grey) and s2 (blue/black)
bacterial populations for a clean box (upper histograms)
and for the 21-chamber box of the same overall size (lower
histograms) at the indicated times. The 21-chamber box
is a far more efficient extraction device than the single-
chamber box.

real and the second real or artificial) as a function ofthe specific dynamical parameters characterizing the mi-croswimmers. In Fig. 3 we show the extraction times andsorting efficiencies for two swimmers, one of which is wild-type E. coli, s1, and the other sx , for which a single motil-ity parameter is changed. From Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), forwhich only the mutant speed was changed, we see that,when vx < v1 = 14.2 µm/s (shadowed region), the wild-type bacteria arrive first and can be purified during a time
t∗. This purification window is, for instance, of 20.3 min if
vx = 8 µm/s. The window gets narrower when vx is closeto v1, but grows monotonically when vx > v1. Similarly,the sorting efficiency has a minimum when vx = v1 butincreases with the difference between bacterial speeds.We can purify 18% of 30 µm/s mutants and we have 7.5minutes to do it. This behavior was to be expected, sincea faster bacterium diffuses farther, and more importantly,can take advantage of longer runs parallel to the walls.The saturation value of t∗ is given by the average timeit would take the “slow” bacterial strain to travel fromthe inoculation chamber to the end of the box (this wouldbe the separation time for a hypothetical infinitely fast
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Figure 3. Color online. (a) Extraction or pick up time and (b) sorting
efficiency for the fastest swimmer to reach the last cham-
ber when we simultaneously simulate wild-type E. coli, s1,
and a mutant, sx , for which only the average run speed
is changed. (c) and (d): the same quantities when only
the average tumbling angle φ̄x of the mutant is changed.
Inset: sorting efficiency when only the mean run duration,
τx , of the second swimmer is changed. Note the different
vertical scales between (b) and (d). Here we use a smaller
array with M = 10.

strain). The inset in panel (b) shows that varying the meanrun duration has an effect qualitatively similar to chang-ing the mean speed (τ1 = 0.86 s). Although changingthe mean tumbling angle, see panel (c), yields extractiontimes of the same order as changing the mean speed, thecorresponding sorting efficiencies, panel (d), are markedlylower. In this case, we compared a hypothetical swimmer
sx , whose average tumbling angle φ̄x is modified, with thewild type, for which φ̄1 = 68◦. Easiest to separate arethe persistent-walk bacteria, for which φ̄x = 0◦ and therun-and-reverse bacteria, for which φ̄x = 180◦. It is worthnoting that large t∗ does not necessarily mean large ε%.For example, if φ̄x = 180◦, t∗ = 16 min, but ε% is only 5%,a relatively low value when compared with ε% = 20% thatresults for φ̄x = 0◦, for which t∗ is only 7 min.
4. Discussion
We have investigated arrays of asymmetric-funnel columnsbuilt for the purpose of concentrating or sorting out onetype of self-propelled swimmer in a run-and-tumble mi-croorganism mixture. As characteristic parameters to mea-sure the suitability of a given architecture, we introducedthe extraction time and the sorting efficiency. The firstis important because it gives us the length of the tem-poral window available to the experimentalist to pick upthe chosen strain, but does not tell us anything about thenumber of swimmers ready to be extracted. This is givenby the separation or sorting efficiency.

The separation efficiency depends both on the motility pa-rameters of the swimmers and on the geometrical dimen-sions of the device, which we can modify according to theswimmer types we are dealing with. Here we have consid-ered the competition between swimmers having differentintrinsic dynamical properties. Currently, we are workingout in detail the effect of modifications in the geometri-cal array parameters that define the asymmetric confiningsystem.The following are some predictions from our study:
• Asymmetric funnel arrays are capable of sorting di-luted distributions of run-and-tumble swimmers in

a controlled way, enhancing the efficiency obtainedusing a box free of geometrical constraints.
• A sizable fraction of the chosen swimmers canbe 100% purified even if the original mixture iscomposed of swimmers that are dynamically only

slightly different.
• In general, unless the motility properties of theswimmers are very similar, for M of the order of10 the extraction time should be long enough toallow the experimentalist to purify the sample.

In our simulations we did not include fluid flow, so thatthe net bacterial motion from left to right is solely due tofunnel asymmetry. Under flow our results would be verydifferent. Flow in a narrow channel is known to change theaccumulation of cells on the walls and even to cause up-stream swimming. Moreover, the response to flow dependsupon the tumbling rate of the cells [12, 41]. We could hy-pothesize that flow may lower the sorting efficiency whenpointing in the easy ratchet direction (left-right) and en-hance the efficiency otherwise, but this is something thatdeserves careful study.In this paper our goal was to efficiently sort swimmersat low concentrations, as is generally the case in exper-iments, in view of how technological applications in thisfield are generally made. But what would happen at highconcentrations? One way to look at these problems is toadapt the well-known Vicsek’s model [42–45]. Hydrody-namic equations have also been obtained in the high den-sity limit using a Boltzmann approach [45] and throughthe coarse-graining of the microscopic dynamics [46]. Re-cently, Drocco and coworkers [15] added steric repulsionto the Vicsek flocking algorithm and studied the motion ofself-propelled particles in a confining microenvironmentsuch as the one considered in this paper. These authorsfound rectification effects induced by the high particle con-centration in the absence of preferential motion along thewalls. The nature of this rectification process is there-fore quite different from the one we have considered here
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and opens the way to the analysis of a possibly rich phe-nomenology and other types of applications.Another extension of the studies in this paper that wouldbe specially profitable in the case of the smallest self-propelling microorganisms could be made by explicitlyconsidering the influence of passive and active fluctua-tions on the system behavior. The impact of the differ-ent fluctuation types on the collective dynamics of activeBrownian particles with velocity alignment has alreadybeen studied [47, 48]. Our understanding of microswim-mer dynamics would be enhanced by the analysis of thebehavior of these active particle systems in asymmetricconfining microarchitectures.To summarize, the purpose of this paper was twofold:First, to introduce new definitions, those of extraction effi-ciency and of separation time, which are advantageous toquantify how effective is a given microarchitecture to sortdifferent types of run-and-tumble self-propelling microor-ganisms. Second, to specifically investigate how thesemicroorganisms can be sorted by their motility strategies.We have shown how testable predictions can be madeusing realistic bacterial parameter values. These predic-tions can be very useful to design efficient microfluidicdevices. We further point out that, although run-and-tumble strategies are common in the bacterial world, thistype of motion is not restricted to bacteria. The locomo-tion of the unicellular alga chlamydomonas exhibits, in thedark, nearly straight swimming runs interrupted by abruptchanges in direction. The run distributions are exponen-tially distributed, with τ̄ = 11.2 s [49]. Consequently, thedynamics of this eukaryote are likely to be describable bythe model discussed in this paper as well. Our numeri-cal calculations can be easily generalized to include thepossibility of bacterial birth/death during the experiment,work we have in progress.
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